< EXERCISE 1 の答え >
1. Ryoma played a leading role in realizing the Meiji Restoration.
2. He began to think about the future of this country in the world.
3. Ryoma studied various things, including politics.
4. He made great efforts to make Japan a modern country.
5. They succeeded in forcing the Shogunate to give up its power to the Emperor.

< EXERCISE 2 の答え >
1. The Mongolian Yokozuna is playing a leading role in the sumo world.
2. Ryoma together with his friend was killed in Kyoto.
   Ryoma was killed in Kyoto together with his friend.
3. He began to think about his future after graduation from university.
4. He studied various things, including economics, at university.
5. The DJP succeeded in forcing the LDP to give up power.

< EXERCISE 3 の答え >
[ I ]
1. when ( where ) 2. where ( when, why, how ) 3. when ( why, how, what )
4. when ( why ) 5. where

[ II ]
1. Where did Ryoma and O-Ryo go on their honeymoon ?
2. Why did Ryoma study at Katsu’s Navy school ?
3. How did Saigo and Katsura realize the Meiji Restoration ?
4. What group led the rock music world in the 1960s ?
5. When and where was John Lennon shot ?

[ III ]
1. When was the Meiji Restoration realized ?
2. Where was Sakamoto Ryoma born ?
3. Who helped Saigo and Katsura to join hands ?
4. Why did the Tokugawa Shogunate break up ?
5. How did Commodore Perry put pressure on Japan ?

< EXERCISE 4 の答え >
1. world 2. wedding 3. war 4. with 5. was
6. make 7. various 8. foreign 9. join 10. deed